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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

People often call some men idealists and others practical
folks as if mankind were by natural inclination so divided
into these two groups that an idealist cannot be practical or
a man of affairs have a lofty purpose where as in fact no man
approaches perfection who does not combine both qualities in
a high degree ( 1).
This quotation describes the problem of training public· health
personnel today.

I mpressed by an abundance of scientific knowledge

demonstrating the importance of nutrition to the achievement of total
physical, mental, and social health and well-being of an individual,
the student of public health nutrition must supplement her academic
training with appropriate practical activities to strengthen her
abilities to contribute to the fulfillment of the goal of public health.
The goal of public health workers is to translate basic scientific
health principles into practical application appropriate to the needs
and cultural characteristics of the general population.

At this time,

this goal remains largely an ideal which can be fulfilled only by the
acquisition of skill in analyzing problems, planning

and conducting

programs, and evaluating the progress made in meeting the problems.
Implicit in the achievement of this goal is the need for organization
which facilitates·and encourages communication, decision-making, and
change to meet the changing needs of populations in a progressive man
ner.

T he challenge to the student of public health nutrition is to
1
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gain an understanding of the philosophy of public health and the prac
tical means by which it may be implemented.
The field experience was designed to help the student strengthen
her philosophy and understanding of public health by introducing her to
the following aspects of an official health agency:
1.

The practice of public health at the state and local level.

2.

The administrative organization for public health nutrition.

3.

The practice of public health nutrition.

The Michigan Department of Public Health was chosen as the training
agency because it has an established nutrition program and offered an
opportunity to observe the program at both the state and local level.
I n addition, this department offered experience in working with per
sonnel within the agency as well as in other agencies in dealing with
public health problems.

Finally, opportunities were available for the

student to develop her ability to plan and execute activities with and
for professional and non-professional groups and individuals.
The report of the field experience is divided into four chapters.
Chapter II provides an analysis of the factors which determine the
policies and programs of the Michigan Department of Public Health.
Chapter 'I I I considers the value of the field experience in providing
the student with advanced training in the practice of public health
nutrition at the state and local level.

Finally, Chapter IV summarizes

the experience in relation to the student's academic background and her
objectives for the field training.

CHAPTER II
FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE THE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS OF
THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Growth and sophistication characterize Michigan's approach to
the changing health needs of the Twentieth Century.

Tremendous popu

lation increases and changing economic conditions have been accompanied
by progressive educational and political efforts to meet the needs of
the population and provide a framework for continued achievement in
health, education, and living standards.

Parts I and II of this

chapter examine the changing nature of public hea 1th in Michigan and
the simultaneous effort·to provide· comprehensive planning, money, and
manpower to meet the hea'ith needs of the people.

In Part III particu

lar emphasis is placed on.the nutrition component of health problems
and programs.
I.

CHARACTERISTICS AND NEEDS OF MICHIGAN'S
POPULATION

Vital and Health Statistics
Michigan's populatiori has tripled since 1900 and now has sur
One .factor which has contributed

passed the eight million mark (2).

to the population growth is the consistent excess of births over
deaths.

The birth rate has fluctuated considerably over the years in

creasing to a peak of 26. 2 per 1, 000 of the population prior to World
3
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War I ; and decreasing during the Depression, World War I I , and again
following the all time high of 27.4 in 1956.

I n 1963, following the

sixth consecutive year of decline, the birth rate was 22.3.

I n con

trast to the variable nature of birth rate trends, the death rate has
shown a relatively continuous decline from 13. 4 per 1, 000 of the total
population in 1900 to 9.0 in 1963.

These trends toward decreased

birth and death rates along with a shift in the pattern of age at
death have resulted in an increased total population with the greatest
i�crease occurring in the younger and older age groups.

By 1970, it

is estimated that one-half of Michigan's total population will be under
twenty-five years of age (3).
The increased population in the younger and older age categories
is related to the decreased proportion of deaths among children and
young adults and increased longevity for older people.

I n 1900, 34 per

cent of all deaths occurred among children and infants under fifteen
years of age.

The proportion decreased to 7. 6 per cent in 1963.

In

contrast, while in 1900 only 28 per cent of all deaths occurred in the
age group of sixty-five and over, by 1963 the proportion increased to
60 per cent.
The changing pattern of age at death reflects, in part, a decrease
in deaths due to communicable diseases and other diseases of childhood
and an increase in those related to chronic disease in older age groups.
The changing trend of death rates attributed to chronic and infectious
diseases parallels that of the United States since 1900.

This trend is

particularly important to those responsible for the administration of

5
· public health programs, calling for a definition of concepts in the
go�ls for prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.
A comparison of the ten leading causes of death in Michigan in
1940 and 1963, as· s�own in Table I, . indicates that deaths from chronic
diseases increased from 61 per cent in 1940 to 72 per cent in 1963.
Diseases of the heart, cancer, and vascular lesions of the central
·nervous system remained the three leading causes, but accounted for
an increased proportion of deaths in 1963.

Cardiovascular diseases

lead as a cause of death among all age groups thirty-five years and
over (4) , and. are responsible for approximately one-half of all deaths
in Michigan each year (2) .

Cancer, th e second leading cause of death

in both Michigan and the United States, accounted for over twelve
thousand deaths in 1963 (4) .

The overall rate of death from cancer

has increased gradua�ly since 1940.
Diabetes mellitus ranks sixth in Michigan and eighth in the
United States as a cause of death (5) .

Michigan's mortality rate for

diabetes increased 219 per cent between 1900 and 1949 (2) .

Minor fluc

tuations occurred during the Fifties followed by an increase in the
early Sixties.

In 1960 the mortality rate from diabetes was 22. 9 per

100 , 000 of the population, ranking as fifth highest in the nation (5) .
This rate far exceeded the U. S. rate of 16. 7 and the regional rate of
19. 1.
Increased concern is being directed toward the problem of alco
holism in Michigan (4) .
holism.

In 1965, 425 deaths were attributed to alco

In addition, Michigan is ranked eleventh nationally in the

6

TABIE I
THE TEN IEADI � CAUSES OF DEATH I N MICHIGAN, 1940 AND 1963

Deaths in 1940
Number

Per
Cent

All Causes

52, 092

100

1

Diseases of
Heart*

15, 480

2

Cancer*

6, 513

3

Vascular*
Lesions of
C. N. S.

4, 690

4

Accidents

5

Rank

Cause

Deaths in 1963
Cause

Number

Per
Cent

All Causes

72, 4 38

29. 7

Diseases of
Heart*

27, 48 3

37. 9

12. 5

Cancer*

12, 078

16. 7

9. 0

Vascular*
Lesions of
C.N. S.

8, 168

1 1. 3

3, 961

7. 6

Accidents

4, 033

5.6

Nephritis,
Nephro�is*

2, 918

5.6

Pneumonia,
I nfluenza

2,229

3. 1

6

Pneumonia,
Influenza

2, 747

5.3

Diabetes*

2, 049

2. 8

7

Tuberculosis

1, 752

3.4

Arteriosclerosis* 1, 652

2.3

8

Diabetes*

1, 408

2. 7

Congenital Malformations

96 1

1. 3

9

Premature Births

1, 298

2.5

Cirrhosis of
Liver*

958

1. 3

10

Arteriosclerosis*

94 1

1. 8

Suicide

855

1. 2

100

*chronic diseases totaled 61 per cent in 1940; 72 per cent in
1963 (from Statistical Methods Section, Michigan Department of Public
Health).
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estimated number of alcoholics·, the present number exceeding 200, 000.
There is a particular need to alleviate the stigma attached to alco
holism and to recognize the problem as one amenable to prevention and
treatment.
Although tuberculosis no longer appears as a leading cause of
death, the morbidity rate remains high (2).

An estimated 20 per cent

of Michigan's population are infected with tuberculosis, a nd a con
siderable amount of money and time are spent at the state and local
level to insure its control.
Based on information from the state and national level, Michigan
has identified a particular need for rehabilitation progr�ms for people
afflicted with various chronic conditions.

While the number of persons

under forty-five years of age who have evidence of chronic disease is
comparable to the number over forty-five, the degree of disablement and
the proportion with activity limitations are greater in the older age
group.

Of particular concern is the group over sixty-five:in which,

for the United States as a whole, an estimated one-third have multiple·
chronic conditions.

In Michigan approximately 8 per cent of the popu

lation is over sixty-five years, a nd the number and proportion of the
population in this age bracket _are on the increase.

At the present

time, there is an inadequate number of quality rehabilitation, home
health, and other services for the advanced age group.

The need for

upgrading nursing homes and providing more comprehensive rehabilitation
services is great.

8

Similar to the experience at the national level since the turn
of the century, Michigan has experienced a prog ressive decrease in the
rate of maternal and infant deaths.

From 1900 to 1934 the infant

mortality rate decreased 67 per cent and the maternal death rate, 48
per cent (2).

From 1935 to 1963 the mortality rate decreased almost

twice as fast for mothers as for infants, 92 per cent and 51 per cent
respectively.

Deaths related to prematurity among infants decreased,

but remain the leading cause of death for infants under 28 days of life
as well as in the first year of life.

Among the leading causes of

maternal deaths, mortality from hemorrhage and toxemia,.. decreased while
deaths associated with infection increased.

Although ;the progress- in

reducing maternal and infant deaths has slowed down in recent years,
both rates remain below the national level.

However, in certain rural

and metropolitan areas of Michigan the maternal mortality rate is more
than double the rate for Michigan and for the United States.
Economic and Social Characteristics
While birth and death trends have had a measurable influence on
-the characteristics and needs of Michigan's population, the socio
economic changes are significant determinants to be considered.

Michi

gan's rapid population growth and characteristic changes in the distri
bution and composition of the population are closely related to the
trends in migration and immigration in response to economic changes
throughout the state.

9
Population trends.

Population growth has occurred largely in

the southern half of the lower peninsula, where 91 per cent of Mich
igan's total population is located (2) .

The northern part of the

lower peninsula and the upper peninsula maintain 5 and 4 per cent of
the population, respectively.

There is evidence of population loss

from some areas of the upper peninsula.
Much of the urban development seen in the Twentieth Century is
related to the growth of the automobile industry, particularly in the
cities of Detroit, Flint, Pontiac, Lansing, an d Muskegon (6) .

The

largest growth occurred in the Detroit metropolitan area where approx
imately one-half of the state's population resides (2) .
Though there has long been evidence of urban to suburban popu
lation movement, the trend did not affect the cities' growth until
1950 (6) .

Several major cities lost population between ·1950 and 1960.

For example, between 1950 and 1960 in Detroit there was a 10 per cent
decrease in the city population in contrast to an 80 per cent increase
in the suburban areas.

The result of this movement has been a decreased

valuation of properties and diminishing tax returns for the cities, with
an increase in the need for municipal services for the suburban areas.
Immigration.

Immigration accounted for a major proportion of

the population growth in the early part of the century.

In 1924, the

imposition of immigration quotas at the national level was followed by
a decrease in immigration and gradual assimilation of the foreign-born
population into the culture of Michigan.

Although characteristic
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remnants of a variety of ethnic groups of European and Canadian extrac
tion are evident in Michigan today, in general they have become firmly
established in the Michigan agricultural and industrial way of life.
Migration.

Migration of white and Negro populations from the

South has contributed to an increase in the total population and changes
in the racial composition of the Michigan population.

The Negro popu

lation increased from 3 per cent of the total population in 1930 to 10
per cent in 1960.

The most significant increase was in Detroit where

approximately 30 per cent of the population is Negro.
created critical race-relation problems.

This rapid influx

Although Negroes were forced

to take low-paying jobs, the situation has improved somewhat as a result
of legislation placing legal sanction behind equal opportunity in
employment.

However, evidence of racial discrimination, poor educa

tional level, substandard housing, and high.maternal and infant death
rates in certain census tracts indicates a need for continued service
to the health, education, and welfare concerns of these people.
Michigan's agricultural economy is dependent on migratory workers,
who account for about 58 per cent of the total farm-labor force (7).
They are employed primarily in the fruit belt along the western side of
the state and the sugar beet, tomato, and cucumber growing areas in the
southeastern part of the state.

Generally, the migrant families are

located in camps, lack formal education, have an average total income
of less than $1, 800 a year, and suffer inveterate health problems.
Recreation is Michigan's second largest industry, accounting for
a considerable influx of non-residents each summer.

Both the migrant
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population and the vacationers have imposed problems for communities
which are alloted funds for public health· services on the basis of the
resident population only.

For the migrant population, at least, the

financial problems have been partially resolved through the availa
bility of project grants for improving their health services.

Health

education and continuity of care for this mobile population remain a
problem.
Governmental Aspects of Public Health
Michigan has evidenced a long history of progressive health
legislation aimed at preservi�g th.e autonomy of the local health

agency as well as providing the .legal framework for the development
and maintenance of standards for progressive health programs.

The

history and legal basis for operation of the health department at the
state and local level are discussed here as determinants of policies
and practices for the health agencies.
Efforts to create a State Board of Health in Michigan began
after the Civil War, when public health was not a widely accepted con
cept and the germ theory of disease not yet established (8).

As a re

sult of the diligent effort of a few proponents, the Michigan Depart
ment of Health was established in 1873.

The original State Board of

Health consisted of six members appointed by the Governor and a secre
tary, an elected member of the board and its executive officer (9).

The

board was successful in soliciting the cooperation of professionals
throughout the state and in initiating board of health advisory groups
at the local level.
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In 1919 the State Board of Health was abolished and replaced
by a state Health Commissioner, who served as a policy-forming execu
tive with a five member advisory State Council of Health.

Significant

contributions to the practice of public health at both the state and
local level were evidenced in the early twenties, but the legal sanc
tion to provide local health services did not come until 1927 (8).
At that time the legislature gave the county boards of super
visors the authority to establish and maintain county or multi-county
health departments.

In addition, this act placed the financial re

sponsibility for the provision of health services at the local level
(8).

Financial support was largely derived from two private foundations,

the Children's Fund and the Kellogg Foundation.

The Children's Fund

was responsible for the establishment of twenty county and district
health departments throughout the northern part of the state.

The de

partments were designed to demonstrate services which would meet the
needs of the people and which the .communities could continue to support
when funds were withdrawn.

The Kellogg Foundation organized and

financed health centers in seven counties in southwestern Michigan.
These centers were well-equipped 1 staffed with highly qualified per
sonnel, and designed to serve as training centers as well as demon
stration units.

When the funds from the foundations were discontinued,

all counties continued to support health department activities, al
though some counties could not maintain the level of service previously
attained.
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Further reorganizational legislation was enacted in 1949 and
1965.

Both acts were designed to facilitate more efficient communi

cation and service to the local level.

The 1965 act, along with other

state and federal legislation passed that year, indicates a new-per
spective in the philosophy and practice of public health in Michigan,
with broad implications for carrying out public health programs on a
coordinated and comprehensive basi$.
The major reorganization provided for by the 1965 act occurred
at the state level where 144 agencies and organizations were consoli
dated into nineteen.

The Michigan Department of Health was renamed

the Michigan Department of Public Health and was expanded to i�clude

the Veteran's Facility, the Alcoholism Program, and the Crippled Chil
dren Commission.

In addition, the act provided for the replacement of

the State Health Commissioner by the Director of Public Health and the
appointment of an eight member board of advisors by the Governor (9).
Furthermore, the 1965 legislation made it compulsory for all
counties to contribute to the support of and have the services of a
full-time, approved health department.

As a result, by 1967 Michigan

had fifty-four health departments serving eighty-three counties, four
cities, and 100 per cent of the population.

An additional feature of

the law was the provision for consolidation into multi-county units
or associated districts.

This permitted better use of personnel, facil

ities, and local funds as well as qualification for state funds with
county populations of less than 35, 000.

Finally, the law provided for

local boards of health selected by and generally consisting of members
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of the county boards of supervisors.

Although this law permits greater

state control through the required approval of the health officers and
the health department facilities and through the maintenance of mini
mum standards for basic health services, there remains an important
element of local autonomy in that the local board of health is the
policy-making body.
Another step forward in 1965 was the legislation to provide a
threefold increase in state financia,1 support for loca1 hea1th depart
ment programs.

Subsequent increases were allocated in 1966.

The 1966

expenditures for basic public health services at the local level
exceeded fifteen million dollars.

Of these expenditures 12 per cent

were state funds appropriated to the local health agency on a popula
tion basis.

Federal monies, distributed as categorical grants, repre

sented 3 per cent of the local expenditures.

The increase in state

funds and the alternative of apportionment on a population basis (20
cents per capita with a minimum of $8,500 per county) alleviates some
of the inequities of the disbursement of funds on the basis of the
county tax valuation.
Federal legislation of the Sixties had a significant impact on
the present health department programs and policies.

Briefly, Title

XVIII of the 1965 Social Security Amendments provided hospital insurance
for the aged and supplementary medical benefits on an optional basis.
Title XIX provided for consolidation and expansion of current medical
care provisions for the medically indigent.

Other amendments to the

Social Security Act provided increased funds for maternal and child
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health services, crippled children services, child welfare, and a new
comprehensive medical-care program for children and youth in economi
cally depressed areas.

The implications of these acts for redefini

tion and reorganization of the philo�ophy and practice of public health
in Michigan are discussed in Part II of this chapter.
II .

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES OF THE MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

The basic philosophy of the Michigan Department of Public Health
is the assurance of autonomy at the local level.

Thus, within the

framework of the state laws and minimum standards for health department
services, the local health department determines its own programs and
goals.

The state acts primarily in a consultative capacity.

In addi

tion to consultative services, the state health department provides
personnel and other services on a demonstration basis, urging the local
health department to assume responsibility within the local framework
when it becomes feasible.
Comprehensive Planning, Coordination, and Organizational Aspects
Presently, the officers of the Michigan Department of Public
Health are the Director, an Assistant Director for Planning, and five
Associate Directors who also serve as bureau chiefs.

As indicated by

the organizational chart shown in Figure 1, there are six bureaus.
divisions within each bureau are further divided into sections, and
finally, program areas.

The
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Figure 1. Organizational chart of the Michigan nepartment
of Public Health, 1967.
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I n the office of the Director, the Assistant Director has the
major responsibility for coordination of planning within the depart
ment.

In addition, she and consultants in the Developmental Services

unit provide liaison with state agencies with an interest in one or
more phases of health planning.

These agencies include:

Department

of Public I nstruction, Department of Social Services, Department of
Mental Health, State Human Resources Council, Michigan Association of
Regional Medical Programs, Michigan Health Facilities Planning Council,
and Michigan Community HealthrServices Study .
Having provided the administ.rative framework for planning and
coordination of state resources, the Michigan Department of Public
Health has requested that the Governor designate the state health de
partment as the sole agency to administer or supervise the administra
tion of the state's health planning function and other responsibilities
under the Comprehensive Health Planning and Public Health Services
Amendments of 1966.

Although the decision had not been announced at

the time of the student's field experience, it was felt by health de
partment personnel that the state health department would be the desig
nated agency.
Within the state health department, the administrative units
function interdependently through the sharing of personnel and through
intradepartmental committees on selected health programs.

Although

there is a nutrition component in most bureau programs, the Nutrition
Section is more closely related to programs administered through the
Bureaus of Medical Care Administration, Maternal and Child Health,
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Management Services, and Community Health.

The objectives of these

bureaus and their programs pertinent to the Nutrition Section are
discussed in the following text.
Bureau of Medical Care Administration
The Bureau of Medical Care Administration was established as a
result of the state reorganization legislation in 1965.

The formation

of the bureau brought together into two divisions previously fragmented
programs concerned with health facility planning, construction, opera
tion, licensing, and certification (10).

Prior to 1965, the most

important phase of the state health department's program was the ad
ministration of the Hospital Survey and Construction (Hill-Burton) Act.
More recently, however, major bureau effort has been concentrated on
the implementation of Title XVIII and Title XIX of the 1965 Social
Security Amendments.
The Division of Health Facility Planning and Construction pro
vides the executive direction and coordination of the planning and con
struction program.

This division aims to develop a coordinated system

of health facilities which will provide high quality institutional
care and services which are accessible to the people of the state.
Progress toward achieving this.goal at the local level is accomplished
through consultation with regard to the need and scope of facilities;
through assistance in educational and training programs related to
health facility planning, construction, licensing, and certification;
and through the administration of federal grant-in-aid programs for
the construction and/or modification of health facilities.
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The Division of Health Facility Standards and Licensing pro
vides direction and coordination for the standards and licensing pro
gram.

This division has been active in the development and application

of standards basic to licensure and certification of health facilities.
The trend has been to bring all medical facilities under the jurisdic
tion of the health department.

At this time the division provides

necessary liaison with the Social Security Administration regarding
certification of facilities and agencies desiring to participate under
Title XVI I I of the Social Security Amendments, and with the Michigan
Department of Social Services regarding certification of facilities
and agencies desiring to participate under Title XI X.
In order to help the local health agencies and institutions
meet the standards of participation under Title XVI I I , the division
provides specialized consultation in the areas of facility administra
tion and operation, nursing, medical records, medical social service,
environmental sanitation, and facility planning (in cooperation with
the Division of Planning and Construction).

Service from nursing,

medical, sanitarian, and hospital planning consultants comes from
within the bureau.

Consultation for planning and modification of food

service facilities is provided by two Dietary Consultants from the
Nutrition Section of the Bureau of Community Health.

I n addition,

medical social service consultation is available from t he medical
social worker in the Adult Health Section of the Bureau of Community
Health.
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Michigan's team for certifying hospitals, extended care facil
ities, and home-health agencies for participation under Title XVIII
consists of the Medical, Nursing, Dietary, and Sanitary Engineering
Consultants.

The members may inspect the facilities on an individual

basis or as a team.

In any event, all team members confer to determine

whether the institution meets the statutory requirements for partici
pation.

Subsequent recommendations for acceptance or denial are sent

to the Regional Social Security Administration office (Chicago,
Illinois) for final approval.

Follow-up consultation and inspection

for yearly licensure of hospitals and nursing homes is often provided
through local health departments.
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health
The objective, activities, and organization of the Bureau of
Maternal and Child Health reflect Michigan's goal of providing compre
hensive care for mothers and children in compliance with the progres
sive state and federal legislation of the Sixties.

The overall objec

tive of the bureau is the promotion of physical and mental health, and
the prevention of disability for mothers and children through the pro
vision and improvement of preventive and therapeutic health services
(11) .

The primary means of implementing this objective is through

the provision of planning, evaluation, and consultative services,
and the coordination of these services with other health, education,
and welfare agencies at the state and local level.

Services are

divided into program areas within the Divisions of Maternal Health,
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Child Health, and Services to. Crippled Children.
Division of Maternal Health.

The broad objective of the Divi

sion of Maternal Health is the assurance of a successful outcome of
pregnancy for mothers and infants (11).
designed to implement this goal.

There are five major programs

Family planning along with health and

family life education are two of these program areas.

In addition, in

cooperation with the Maternal Health Committee-of the State Medical
Society, the division has participated in a study-of the cause of
maternal deaths.

The information derived from the study has been used

as a guide for improving the teaching and practice of obstetrics as
well as for program planning.

The Expectant Parent Education Program,

a fourth major division activity, was designed to provide mothers with
prenatal guidance regarding the physical, emotional, and social aspects
of pregnancy.

This has been accomplished indirectly through consulta

tion, workshops, and institut�s for teachers of expectant parents'
classes.

In 1966, 15 per cent of Michigan's pregnant mothers were

reached by these classes.

The concern in the implementation of this

program at the local level has been the problem of training teachers,
gaining the support of physicians in encouraging class attendance, and
motivating low-income mothers to participate.

Finally, the fifth major

activity is the provision of complete maternity care for the medically
indigent through programs such as the Detroit Maternity and Infant Care
Project.
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Detroit Maternity and Infant Care Project.

An evaluation of

the vital statistics of the city of Detroit revealed that the highest
maternal, neonatal, and perinatal mortality rates and prematurity rates
were in five census areas in the center of the city.

Most of the

medically indigent of the city were living in these tracts.

Further

more, mothers in these areas received late and irregular prenatal
care, or none at all; few postpartum visits; and no family planning.
Although nearly all the mothers were accommodated for delivery at
hospitals, the place they were received depended more on the available
bed space than on proximity to the family residence.

In response to

these needs and to the availability of federal project funds, the
Detroit Maternity and Infant Care Project was created ( 12).
The project, established in 1964, is administered jointly by
the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health and the Detroit Department of
Health.

Other agencies participating in the program include four

Detroit hospitals, the Visiting Nurse Association, and Wayne County
School of Medicine.

Project activities are directed and coordinated

by a central staff consisting of the Director, Associate Director,
Public Health Nursing Consultant, Nutrition Consultant, Medical Social
Work Consultant, Health Educator, Administrative Assistant, and cleri
cal workers.

The Director also serves as an obstetric consultant; and

the Associate Director, as a pediatric consultant.
The program offers complete, comprehensive, and convenient out
patient and in-patient service to mothers and their infants in hospital
settings. The ideal is to provide complete service for mothers through
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the prenatal, postpartum, and interconceptional period$, and for in
fants through the first year. of life.

Quality ob stetric and pediatric

services include guidance and consultation from public health nurses,
nutritionists, and medical social workers.

For continuing well-baby

care, infants are referred to clinics adjoining project hospital s, or
to health centers of the Detroit Department of Health.

After the first

year of life the children are referred to the Preschool, School, and
Adole scent Program (hereafter abbreviated PRESCAD) for health super
vision through the eighteenth year of life .
Thus far, ob servations of , the prog ram indicate that women have
reported for prenatal care sooner, and that there has been an increase
in the percentage of mothers returning for their six-week postpartum
visits with their infants.

The increa sed return has been attributed ,

in part, to the pe rsonalized service, the consistent encouragement for
the mother to return, and the availability of fa�ily planning services
. in the po stpartum clinics (13).
Division of Child Health.

The Division of Child Health works

regularly with educational agencies on planning health aspects of pro
grams, s uch as Project Head Start ,

Consultation is also given to the

Departments of Social Services and Public I n struction on the develop
ment and upgrading of health standards for day-care centers and nursery
schools .
I n addition, the division participates in a comprehensive pro
gram for mentally retarded children in Michigan.

A division
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medical consu ltant represented the he a lth department on the State
I nteragency Coordinating Committee which was responsib le for p lanning
and implementing the program.

He also is a member of the state's

interagency Cadre, a five member group of consu ltants who hel p to
imp lement programs on a regional basis.

One important contribution

to the program's goa l of the prevention of menta l retardation in chi l 
dren was the 1965 legislation making testing for pheny lketonuria manda
tory for a l l of Michigan's infants.

Out of 100, 000 tests performed

last year, six were found to be positive.

After referral of the in

formation to private physicians, al l infants were fo l lowed up by local
hea lth department personnel.
Project PRESCAD .

PRESCAD is a program designed to provide com

prehensive and coordinated continuing hea lth services for preschoo l,
schoo l, · and adolescent chi ldren in Wayne County through case-finding,
preventive hea lth services, diagnosis and treatment, correction of
defects, and fo l low-up care.

The project is funded by a Chi ldren's

Bureau grant made avai lable through Title I I of the 1965 Social Security
Amendments to the Michigan Department of Public Health for use with
matching funds provided by the Wayne County and City of Detroit Depart
ments - of Health.

The project provides for t he imp lementation, coordin

ation, and uti lization of a l l avai lab le community resources into a
functional matrix, thus avoiding the dup lication of existing services.
Some of the resources of the project inc lude the Detroit Maternity and
I nfant Care Project, schoo ls, medical staff and faci lities of three
universities , the medical society, and the Visiting Nurse Association.
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Presently, the project is in Phase I of its operation which is
the recruitment, employment, and training of the core staff.
part-time clinics are in operation.

Two

Phase II will include the impr.ove

ment and expansion of service programs; and, finally, Phase Il l will
consist of continued application of Phase II programs, and evaluation
and refinement of continuing services.
Division of Services to Crippled Children.

The Michigan Crip-

, pled Children Commission was established in 1937 with the directive to
administer a program of services for children who are crippled or who
are suffering from conditions which may lead to crippling.

Under the

Executive Organization Act of 1965, the Crippled Children Commission
was transferred to the Department of Public Health as a division of the
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health.
The division is organized into a central office in Lansing and
five regional off ices, each designed to coordinate services for crippled
children in the area.

In each of these regional offices there is a

medical coordinator, nursing consultant, and necessary clerical . and
administrative personnel.
The activities of the division include the following:
1.

Case-finding.

2.

Maintenance of a registry of handicapped children for use

in referral, follow-up activities, and program planning.
3.

Maintenance of field clinics for diagnosis, evaluation, and

follow-up of children with orthopedic conditions, cerebral palsy,
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cardiac problems, plastic surgery, and menta 1 retardation combined
with physical handicaps.
4.

The provision for in-patient and out-patient care including

physicians' services, drugs, and appliances for handicapped children.
5.

The determination of medical and financial eligibility for

services, and referral to Social .Services if the cases are eligible
to receive assistance under Title XIX of the Social Security Amend
ments.
The placement of this division in the Bureau of M aternal and Child
Health has been an important contribution to the state's health de
partment objective for comprehensive and continuous health care.

Suc

cessful administration of program activities is contingent on coordin
ation within the bureau and active communication with the Department
of Social Services .
Bureau of Managene nt Services
Two important functions of the Bureau of Management Services
are the collection, evaluation, and distribution of vital and health
statistics, and the communication o f health information to the public.
The Division of Health Statistics and Evaluation collects certificates
of births, deaths, marriages, adoptions, and divorces.

Statistical

data is analyzed and reported in a variety of ways through the Divi
sion of Health Information.
This division works closely with other units of the health de
partment in developing, producing, and distributing materials for use
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in their respective program areas.

Among the written communications

prepared by the Division of Hea lth Information is a bi-weekly circu lar
which is sent to loca l health departments and distributed within the
state health department.

Michigan's Hea lth is a publication on general

health concerns and the state · hea lth departme nt's ro le in providing
for them.

The pub lication is sent on request to the lay population

and to officia ls of the state .

Othe r functions of this division in

c lude the preparation of weekly news releases entit led "Undertaking
Your Health , " five-minute radio spots , and fi lms.
Bureau of Community Health
Of the five divisions wit' hin the Bureau of Community Health (see
Figure 1 , page 16) there are three which are active ly re lated to Nutri
tion Section programs .

These inc lude the Divisions of Adu lt Health,

Loca l Hea lth Administration , and Pub lic Hea lth Dentistry.
Division of Adu lt Hea lth.

Primary prevention of chronic and

infectious diseases _as wel l as secondary prevention of disabi lity
among the popu lation over age . twenty-one is the chief objective of
the Division of Adult Health.

Increased program emphasis has been

placed on the development and improved uti lization of community · resources for education , ear ly detection , continuous care , and rehabi li
tation.

In this respect , the division's medical social worker offers

guidance and consultation on the socia l and behaviora l aspe cts of co
ordinating and imp lementing programs at the local leve l .
programs inc lude :

The control

( 1 ) chronic disease , (2) cancer , (3) cardiovascu lar
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disease, (4) rehabilitation services, (5) alcoholism, ( 6) tuberculosis,
and (7) venereal disease.
The chronic disease section and specific disease related sec
tions are responsible for the organization and implementation of case
finding programs.

The program consists of two major activities:

(1) education for physicians through demonstration screening projects,
such as glaucoma and cancer screening ; and (2) consultation and admin.istration of project grant funds for diabetes and multiphasic screening
in local health departments (4) .

At the present, there are five perm

anent multiple-screening units in local health departments, each de
signed to serve approximately 5, 000 individuals per year .

The Section

Chief ind.icated that in terms of numbers reached by these programs,
the impact .has been low.

Continued stimulus for including and expand

ing detection programs is an important aspect of the division'. s
activities .

Diagnosis and follow-up care are provided through referral

to private physicians, and local health departments are encouraged to
evaluate and assist with follow-up pro�edures.
The Rehabi litation S ervices S ection has the fo l lowing broad
objective:

to assist in the planning, development, implementation,

and evaluation of programs which make available a state-wide network
of rehabilitation , gerontological, and home-health services for the
people of Michigan .

The means of implementing _ this objective are by

aiding local health departments, rehabilitation centers, long-term
care facilities, and other institutions through the provision of con
sultation, financial assistance, and training programs for health
related personnel, inc luding home-health and nurse aids (4) .
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The need fo r upgrading nursing homes and p roviding more compre
hensive rehabi l itation service � is great.

Presently , seventy-five of

the state ' s 450 nursing homes meet the criter ia for certificat ion as
extended care fac i l ities under Tit le XVIII of the Social Security
Amendments (14).

However, 438 nursing homes and county medical fac i l

ities have been cert ified under T it le XIX, leaving on ly forty homes
unqual if ied for l icensure (15) .

The potentia l for expanding present

serv ices to include rehabil itat ion services is low, pr imari ly due to
the l im itations imposed by insuffic ient staff and faci l ities.

Thus,

assistance in training of aux i l l iary pe rsonne 1 is an important aspect
of the program act iv ities.
The objective of the a icoho l ism program is to acquire for a lco
ho l ics the same qual ity of understanding and treatment resources cur
rently ava i lable for patients with other i l lnesses.

The major focus

of the program is to give assistance to existing and potentia l re
sources for education, treatment, and research related to a lcohol ism.
Twenty loca l ly operated alcoho l ism treatment and information centers
have been estab l ished and a re subs idized by the A lcoho l ism Program.
Three of these are administered by local hea lth departments.
The tubercu losis control program consists of f inanc ial support
for in-patient and out-patient services for tubercu losis patients and
services to local health departments.

More spec if ical ly, education,

training, �nd program consu ltation are provided to local health depart
ments in the areas of treatment, case-find ing, case management, admin
istration, and records management.

With the t rend toward out-patient
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treatment, spe cial emphasis is being placed on efficient control pro
grams in local health departments.
Division of Local Health Administration.

As indicated thus far,

the trend in the application of current knowledge in public health ad
ministration and practice is the provision of comprehensive health
planning and coordinated, efficient service to and through state and
local health, education, and social service programs.

Efficiency and

coordination are two of the main concerns of the Division of Local
Health Administration .

There are three sections in the division,

Office Management, Nursing, and Nutrition, each serving as a channel
of communication to the local level.

The Nutrition Section is con-

sidered in detail in Part III, page 32.
The division's Office Management Section provides the following
services :
1.

Coordina tes activities of local health departments.

2. Coordina tes and clears department services to local
health departments.
3. Coordinates pre-service and in-service . training and re
cruitment programs for local health department personnel.
4. Summarizes activity reports from local health· departments
and prepares reports of such activities for federal and state
agencies.
5 . Provides administrative and procedur a.l consultant service'
to local health departments in the broad area of public health
administration, including office manageme nt ( 16).
The Nursing Section furnishes generalized consultation to local
health departments and agencies employing public health nurses.

Some
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o f the activities include recruitment and training for local health
department nurses; consultation on administrative procedures; demon
stration and consultation on the implementation of home-health services
in connection with the 1965 Amendments to the Social Security Act; and
participation in special projects.

An example of one special project

was a Patient Progress Study conducted in Genessee County in coopera
tion with the U. S. Public Health Service.

The study was designed to

identify met and unmet nursing needs and to encourage comprehensive
planning, concentrated service, and evaluation of program activities
( 17) .

Division of Public Health Dentistry.

The objectives of the

Division of Public Health Dentistry include the prevention and control
of dental diseases.
1.

Major division activities include :

Fluoridation of municipal water supplies and topical

fluoride programs.
2.

Education for the l ay and professional population.

3.

Research and evaluation of the needs of Michigan's popula

tion as well as of effective preventive and treatment methods, includ
ing dietary sources of fluorides.
For the dentists at the local level , educational programs were developed
to demonstrate methods to increase efficiency in order to accommodate
larger numbers of patients ; to encourage home-care programs for the aged
in institutions; and to teach methods of caring for handicapped children.
Funds for program activities come from a variety of sources.
The program for dental care for handicapped children was co-sponsored
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by the M ott Foundation, the M ichigan Cerebral Palsy Association, and
the Michigan Departme nt of Publ ic Health through . the Bure au of
Maternal and Child Hea lth and the Divis ion of Pub l ic Hea lth Dentistry.
Additional funds for other programs at the local le ve l were derive d
from the E lementary and S e condary Educat ion Act and the Office of
Econom ic Opportun ity.

Payme nt for individual services by private

dentists has been arranged through the Mich igan Denta l Service Coop
erative, the f isca l age nt for the dental prepayment p lan (18).
III •

THE NUTRI TION SECTION

History of Adm inistrative P lace me nt
Time ly and progressive adm in istrative ·efforts have been made to
locate the Nutrition S e ction in an organizational pos ition to faci l
itate eff icient, coordinated service to M ichigan's pe ople.

Nutrition

be came part of the hea lth department program in 1936 when federa l
funds were made avai lab le as a result of the Social Security Act.
A nutrition d ivision was estab l ishe d in the Bureau of Maternal and
Child Hea lth, and pub l ic health nutrit ion ists were p laced under the
supervision of nurses.

In 1945, though the adm inistrative p lacement

had not changed, a nutrition ist was given the respons ibi l ity of staff
supervision and program p lann ing ( 19).
When major he a lth department reorgan izat ion occurred in 1949,
the Nutr ition S e ct ion was formed and placed in the Div is ion of Local
Hea l th Adm inistration.

Thus, nutr ition was no longer administrative ly

responsib le to Maternal and Chi ld Hea lth.

Presently, though major
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reorganization occurred in 1965, the Nutrition Section remains in the

Division of Local Health Administration; and, as indicated in Figure
1, page 16, it is structurally grouped with a variety of divisions
serving the local level through the Bureau of Community Health.
Philosophy and Objectives of � Nutrition Section
Although it has been recognized that good nutrition is basic to
the maintenance of good health, the need for the application of sound
nutritional principles to health and educational activities remains a
major concern of the Nutrition Section.

Therefore, the goal of the

section is to apply the science of nutrition to the prevention· of ill
health, the promotion of adequate growth and development, and the
dietary control of disease by incorporating nutrition into the programs
of health , educational, and social agencies at the state and local level.
More specifically, the Nutrition Section has outlined the follow
ing broad program objectives and means of implementing them:
1. To reach Michigan's vulnerable population--those with
long term illness , pregnant women, the aging, socially and
culturally deprived individuals and families, and institution
alized persons--by making available accurate and current know
ledge of food and nutrition through local health departments
and institutional personnel.
2. To provide consultation and teaching to professional
personnel concerned with services which can improve nutri
tional status and prevent certain illness.
3. To provide direct service , such as diet therapy, in
areas where services are not otherwise available (20) .
I mplicit in the achievement of these objectives is the need:

( 1) to

research the needs of the population and the me ans by which the people
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may most effectively be reached; and (2) to stimulate the coordination
of resources available to the people.
0 rganization
The Nutrition Section functions on the basis of three operati�nal
units:

(1) administration, and special projects and studies ; (2) com

munity services ; and (3) institutional services.

These units are headed

by the Section Chief, the Associate Chief, and a Dietary Consultant,
respectively .

Additional personnel include five Nutrition Consultants

and two Dietary Consultants.

One dietary position was unfilled at the

time of the field experi� nce .
Qualifications .
merit system .

The state hea lth department operates under a

Qualifications for the positions are based on the quali

fications established by the American Public Health Association and the
American Dietetic Association.

The qualifications for a Nutrition Con

sultant are a Master's degree in foods and human nutrition, public
health or community nutrition , and at least two years experience as a
nutritionist or in a closely related position.

A more detailed descrip

tion of the Nutrition Consultants' qualifications is included in

Appendix A.

To qualify as a Dietary Consultant one must have had

experience as an administrative dietitian .

S he need not have a Master's

degree , but it is highly recommended.
Distribution of services .

As indicated in Figure 2 , Nutrition

Consultants work in specified areas of the state ; Dietary Consultants
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Figure 2 . Consultants ' work areas , Nutr ition Section , M ichigan
Department of Public Health , 19 67 .
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serve the entire state .

All staff members work out of the state office

with the exception of the Nutrition Consultant permanently located
with the Detroit Maternity and Infant Care Project.
Consultants serve on a request basis to and th rough local health
departments .

The length of time to be spent in each area and the fre

quency of visits are determined by the nutritionists; and, are related
to the degree of existing organization of the local health department
and the nature of the request.

From t ime to time, nutrition consultants

are placed in local health departments on a part-time demonstration
basis .

For example , one Nutrition Consultant has been working h alf

time in Wayne County until a full- time position is budgeted in the
local health department .
Programs and Services of the Nutrition Section
Many of the nutrition services are related to and integrated
with programs of other health department divisions as well as with
programs of other official and voluntary health, educational, and social
service agencies .

The. objectives and pertinent programs of the more

closely related health department units have been discussed in Part II
of this chapter .

The methods by which the Nutrition Section contributes

to the programs of these agencies are discussed in the following text.
Services to local health departments .

The chief function of the

public health nutritionist is to render consultant service to the staff
of local health departments .

When rendering service in a county, the

nutrition consultant is administratively responsible to the health
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officer .

The local health department , in turn , arranges schedules for

nutrition consultation service in the area .

When other local agencies ,

such as social services , schools , and institutions , request service
directly from the Nutrition Section , th e local health department is
immediately informed and involved in the plans.

While service to

local health · departments represented only 20 per cent of the nutri
tionists' activities in 1965 , practical ly all services at the local
level were channeled through the health departments .
Services to local health department nursing staff may include
consultation on the nutrition content of:

family service ; home-care

and rehabilitation service ; staff in-service education ; and orientation
of new staff.

Help is also provided with nutrition education in

schools ; diet therapy ; family food budgeting ; identification of com
munity nutrition problems ; and the availability and use of community
resources .

When nutrition is a component of a broader program , the

nutritionist may plan cooperatively with state health department nurses
from the Nursing Section or from specialized program areas , such as
Maternal and Child Health or Chronic Disease.

Together they may

arrange consultant service, �rkshops , and conferences for local
health departments and other community nursing agencies.
There has been an observable change in the type of service
rendered at the local level .
has increased .

Participation in in-service education

This service to personnel who will, in turn, be in con

tact with large segments of the population, is considered to be a more
efficient use of the Nutrition Consultant ' s time than direct service.
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However, nutritionists no longer function exclusively as consultants
giving direct service on a demonstration basis only .

While a system

of patient referral providing comprehensive and continuous care rem ains
their objective, most communities are not presently organized to facil
itate this ideal, and direct service has also increased .

At the same

time, nurses are acquainted with the problems and involved in the
follow-up visits.

Service to local health depa rtments is an efficient

means of re aching the local population ; and, with all counties now
being served by local health departments, the potential for reaching
all of Michig an ' s population is greater than ever before.
Maternal -and --child health.
----

The 1 965 statistics indicated that

24 pe� cent of the nutritionist� ' activities were rel ated to child
health and 8 per cent in services to progr ams for maternal health.
In working with the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, nutritionists
serve as consultants, primarily to local health department nurses with
regard to the nutrition component of maternal and child health programs .
Loc al program activities may · consist of prenatal and postpartum
clinics, well-child conferences, clinics and home visits for crippled
and ment ally retarded children, and school health programs.

Thus,

Nutrition Consultants provide in-service educ ation with regard to the
nutritiona 1 consider ations of pregn ancy,. norm a 1 growth and development,
as well as speci al considerat ions with regard to handicapped ch ildren
or disease conditions.

In addition, nutritionists assist in expectant

parent classes through participa tion in institutes for te achers of the
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c lasses , by teaching on a demonstration basis , or through their avai l 
ability as resource persons .

I n cooperation with the Department of

Public I nstruction , nutritionists have pa rticipated in expectant
parent programs for unwed mothers .
Approximate ly 5 , 000 mothers receive dietary counse ling through
·c linic dietitians in hospitals participating in the Detroit Maternity
and I nfant Care Pro ject.

The state Nutrition Consu ltant , who serves

as a permanent member of the centra l pro ject staff , gives direct
service on a demonstration basis on ly .

Her primary responsibilities

are ad ministration , coordinat ion , and consu ltation .

She is responsib le

for the deve lopment and implementation of nutrition services in each
of the hospital c linics .

She interprets these services to other

centra l pro ject staff members and to the staff members in the clinics .
Technical advice and continuing interpretation of pro ject services is
provided to the clinic dietitians .

While the state nutritionist has

no direct authority over the dietitians in the clinics , she he lps to
orientate them and provides perspective in hel ping them to adapt their
teaching abilities .

In addition , she has been instrumental in e f fect

ing a cooperative effort to evaluate and . standardize normal and thera
peutic diets being used in the prenata l c linics throughout the city .
Furthermore , in cooperation with the Hea lth Educator and the Nursing
Consu ltant , films for use in the c l inic waiting rooms are being de
ve loped .

Other edu cationa l materia ls are deve loped as needed .

The state Nutrition Section has been consu lted with regard to
p lanning f or the nutrition component of Wayne County ' s child and youth
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project , PRESCAD .

In addition , the section is presently helping to

recruit for the four positions involving public health nutritionists
and clinic dietitians.
In school health programs , emphasis is placed on methods of
incorporating sound nutrition education into the context of the school
and home environment and the school curriculum .

Therefore , services

are directed to school administrators , counselors , teachers , school
lunch personnel , parent and teacher groups , and public health and
school nurses .

Special effort is made to coordinate the nutrition

activities of these persons th rough group evaluation and program
planning .
Services may include participation . in staff conferences and
meetings , talks , program planning , and in-service education .

Through

a special arrangement with the School Lunch Division of the Michigan
Department of Public Instruction , nutrition consultation is given to
school lunch programs with regar � to the educational values of the
program and meeting the requireme nts of the type A lunch pattern .
Examples of Nutrition Consultants ' activities with school and health
department personnel on the nutrition phases of health education pro
grams are considered in Chapter III .
With increased emphasis on special planning to meet the needs
of the disadvantaged child , the Nutrition Section has become increas- ;
ingly invo \ved with planning and participation in day -care and nursery
school programs developed for Head Start , migrant , and mentally retarded
children .

Comprehensive planning has included cooperation with the
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Michigan Office of Economic Opportunity , Department of Social Services ,
Department of Public Instruction , and private agencies responsible for
day-care .
Services may include participation in workshops or in-service
education for any related personnel , talks , and conferences for com
munity groups , program planning , and cooperative evaluation of feeding
programs .

Emphasis is placed on the educational value of feeding pro

grams ; and the need to implement available social and cultural informa
tion pertaining to food as a guideline in planning for food service
and for learning experiences in foods and nutrition .
Work with summer camps is another important phase of the program
for the school-age child ; it consists primarily of dietary consultation
with regard to facilities , food purchasing , food preparation , and nutri
tion education.

Michigan ' s one thousand camps have been provided with

a Food Service Manual prepared by the section .

The consultants have

also participated in training Camp Health Aides and administrators .
Adult health and chronic disease.

In response to the increasing

problem of chronic disease , th e Nutrition Section has increased pro gram
emphasis on primary prevention as well as the dietary control of disease
for the prevention of disability and promotion of rehabilitation.
Approximately one-fourth of all con�ultant services are related to
patients with chronic disease when diet management is a part of treat
ment .

Those activities related to diabetes represent slightly less

than one-half , and weight-control and cardiac diseases another one-half .
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Other adult health programs which receive service include cancer ,
mental illness , alcoholism , tuberculosis , and food f a ddism .
State nutritionists play an important role in assuring contin
uity of care for pre viously institutionalized p atients .

Since 1950 ,

the sta ff has given direct service to diabetic patients referred from
the University of Mich igan Medical Center .

More recently , this has

been expanded to include service to children with phenylketonuria · and
other condi tions requiring therapeutic diets .

The hospital and the

nutrition clinic in the out-patient depa rtment have sent the names of
patients and their referring physic ians to the Nutrition Section.

The

Nutrition Section , in turn , rel ays this informa tion to the appropriate
health departments for follow-up care by nurses and/or nutritionists .
Having been notified of the service , seventeen local he alth depa rt
ments have participated .

As the referrals increa se , and as organiza

tion of loc al he alth departme nts and coordina�ion of community re
sources improves , a comprehensive system for continuous c are may become
a reality .
In addition to direct service to diabetics and their fami lies ,
nutritionists provide consultation to physicians , nurses , and food
service workers in hospitals and nursing homes on the interpretation
and use of therapeutic diet order·s .

In addition , the section has

assisted with the development of diabetes classes for patients and
their families .

These cla sses have been conducted in both loc al health

departments and community hospitals , with the support and approval of
loc al medical societies .
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The evaluation of materials and distribution of accurate in
formation with regard to the nutritiona l needs of individua ls through
out the life cyc le is one of the main objectives of the Nutrition
Section.

Of particular concern are people in older age groups who are

particu lar ly vu lnerab le to the high pressure tactics of food faddists.
Nutrition Consu ltants have worked through local hea lth departments with
groups of senior citizens providing ta lks with special emphasis on
combating food faddism .
While weight contro l and food faddism may be considered as two
different probl ems, in reality , they often go hand-in-hand .

Nutri

tion Consul tants are invo lved w � th weight contro l programs for al l
ages .

Activities may inc lude the eva luation and provision of accurate

information to weight reduction groups and loca l hea lth departments ,
and consu ltation to agencies interested in incorporating weight con
tro l into hea lth programs.

The student attended two planning sessions

for weight contro l programs in high schools and discussed the need for
weight reduction in elementary schoo l children with a program coordin
ator in a local hea lth department.

The enthusiasm for a comprehensive

approach to hea lth planning was · a p leasure to observe.

These con

ferences are discussed in more detai l in Chapter III.
Nutritionists have been concerned with weight contro l as it may
contribute to rehabi litation efforts and to the control of heart
disease , diabetes, and other chronic diseases.

In addition, one

nutritionist has participated in a hospita l smoking withdrawal cl inic.
The focus of her speech was weight contro l during and after the period
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of smoking withdrawal .
The trend toward providing rehabilitation and comprehensive
home-health services has been accompanied by efforts by the Nutrit ion
Section to assure continuity of care and sound nutrition guidance in
the home .

Th is has been ach ieved by serving the patients directly ,

as with referrals from institutions ; and through participation in the
training of profess ional persons and ancillary personnel work ing as
a part of rehab ilitation and home -care teams .
The role of the private physic·ian , adm inistrator , dietitian ,
and aides in nurs ing homes has been considered in a conference
sponsored by the Commiss ion on Ag ing and the Gerontology Soc iety .
The Nutr it ion Chief played a role in the conference , speaking on the
nutritional needs of the ag ing populat ion .
Nurse aides , who have been a part of the hosp ital and nur sing
home scene for some time , a re appearing as ancillary personne 1 in
local health departments and Visiting Nurse Associat ions .

Only one

of the count ies provi ding home-health services under Title XVIII of
the Soc ial Security Amendments has a nutrit ionist .

Therefore , the

Nutrit ion Sect ion has partic ipated in the preparation of gu idelines
and in-serv ice education of nurse aides and home-health aides in co
operation with the staff of the reh abilitation program of the Adult
Health Section , the Nursing Section of the Division of Local Hea lth
Admin istration , and the nurses in the Bureau of Medical Care Adm inis
tration .
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Institutiona l services .

The go a l of · the Nutrition Section in

giving service to the institutiona l programs is to help hospitals ,
nursing homes , rehabi litation , and extended care facilities to provide
optima l food service to their patient s .

Services may inc lude :

the

provision of consu ltation on a l l aspects of food service management ;
encourageme nt and assistance in the training of food service workers ;
assistance in the recruitment of dietitians ; and the provision of
authentic information regarding food products , nutrient needs , and
therapeutic diets .
Dietary Consu ltants of .the section render service in close co
operation with the Bureau of Medical Care Administration.

Approxi

mate ly 200 architects ' plans for hospita ls , nursing homes , and other
faci lities are reviewed annual ly .

Consu ltation is often related to

licensure or certification for participation in medica l aid programs
as we ll as expansion and building of faci lities .

Therefore , activi

ties may invo lve conferences with owners , architects , and hea lth de
partment engineers .

Dietary consu ltation to hospita ls is provided

primari ly to those without trained dietary staff and invo lves approx
imate ly 200 hospita ls each year .
Workshops for food service workers , nursing staff , and admini
strators have been he ld to he lp upgrade food service in various insti
tutions .

For examp le , Dietary Consu ltants have participated in a

Michigan State University campus program for training food service
supervisors , and an extension program for nursing home administrators.
In addition , Nutrition Consu ltants have provided consu ltation and
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in-service education with regard to therapeutic diets , the social and
nutritiona l needs of the aging , and food service management .
There is a need for continued effort in recruitment of qualified
dietitians to provide consu ltation with regard to meeting the condi
tions of participation of Title XVI II of the Social Security Amendments.
One Dietary Consu ltant has met with a group of l ocal dietitians to
acquaint them with the ro le of the part-time an d consu ltant dietitian
in nursing homes and smal l hospita ls .
A number of usefu l materials have been prepared by the nutrition
staff for use in institutional programs.

The pub lications , "Adminis

trative Guide for Services of a Consul ta rit Dietitia n" and "Administrative
Guide for Services of a Shared Dietitian" are avai lab le to hospita l
and nursing home administrators and dietitians.
clude :

Other materials in

a month ly bu l letin , "Food Notes for Institutional Food

Service , " "Your Food Service · . . . A Guide for the Food Service Manager
in Sma l l Hospita ls and Institutions , " and "Food Service Guide for
Nursing H omes. "
Family economics.

In 1965 , 2 per cent of the services rendered

by the Nutrition Section were related to family economics .

This

figure . is exc lusive of the usua l consideration given to providing
guidance on diets which are within the economic means of th e family.
Nor does it ref lect the amount of time spent developing guidelines and
educationa l materia ls to be used as a basis of discussion of food bud
geting and the use of commodity foods.

Rather , this figure reflects
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services such as consultation , demonstrat ion , group conferences , and
ind ividual gu idance in which . the main subject is food budgeting for
famil ies.
Family economics includes the use of donated food commodities
and food stamps.

The Cooperat ive Extens ion Service , local health de

partments , and soc ial service agenc ies have often worked cooperatively
in promot ing the use of food commod ities.

In add it ion , state and local

soc ial service departments have requested assistance w ith family bud
geting and therapeutic diets.

In response to th is request , the Nutri

tion Sect ion has recommended standards for therapeut ic diets.

Sim i

larly , consultation and recommendat ions for adequate food budget allow
ances for senior citizens have been g iven to the Comm iss ion on Aging
and the Le gislative Comm ittee of the Michigan Gerontological Society .
Research.
Nutr it ion Section .

Nutr ition research is an on-go ing act ivity of the
At the present , nutr it ionists are invest igat ing

aspe cts of fam ily economics and patient education for d iabetics . With
regard to fam ily economics , plans have been developed for a study in
cooperation w ith state and local social workers in health agencies and
the School of Social Work at the Un tversity of M ichigan to determine
the extent of use of donated foods and food stamps among the aging
populat ion in two count ies.
In add it ion , the Nutr ition Section has worked with the U. S.
Publ ic Health Service Diabetes and Arthr itis Program and the Un ivers ity
of M ich igan Med ical Center Hosp ital in a research study concerned with
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·p atient education for adult diabetics.

Michig an became involved with

the project in 1963, when nutritionists assisted in field testing a
Food Preference Questionnaire designed to improve diet counseling
for diabetics and at the same time reduce the amount of profession al
time required to give instructions.

In 1965 the Nutrition Section

began a follow-up study in cooperation with the University of Michigan.
Patients from the hospital and associ ated clinics were assigned to
one of three groups, according to the way they received their dietary
instruction.
1.

The plans for dietary' instruction were :

A meal plan based on a meeting of the nutritionist and

the patient, a food preference questionnaire, and the patient's diet
prescription.
2.

A meal plan based on the patient's diet his tory taken by

a nutritionist by interview, plus the patient's diet prescription.
3.

A standard meal plan, which the pa tient received without

nutrition consultation.
Nutrition Consultants then followed patients with home visits within
three months and within nine to twelve months after discharge.
up forms were designed to help :

Fo l low

(1) eva luate the effectiveness of the

three methods of introducing meal plans ; (2) identify gaps in diet
counseling; and (3) provide a basis for revising methods and materi als
for use in counseling persons with di abetes.
The study had not been completed during the time of the student ' s
field experience, but some of the results had been p artially summarized.
It appeared that the method of instruction did influence the pa tient ' s
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understanding of the diet, but that all group s had problems adjusting
to their d iets and employing the exchange sy stem in a correct and us e
ful manner .

Acceptance and under standing of the di sease played a role

in their acceptance of the meal plan, but even more import�nt was the
su itab ility of the d iet plan to the characteri stics of the ind iv idual s.
Publ ic Relations and Communicat ions
In cooperat ion with the Divi s ion of Health Information and Edu
cation, the nutrit ion staff prepares educational material s for lay and
profes s ional groups .

Mater ials are continuously revi sed to keep the

content current and the format interest ing .

In add it ion, new materials

are developed in re sponse to requests and to ident ified need .
Presently, the Nutrition Section i s developing a gu ide fo r use by
famil ies with children . who have phenylketonur ia.

Th i s is be ing done

in cooperat ion with the Bureau of Maternal and Ch ild Health, the Divi
s ion of Health Informat ion, and the Gerber Company, wh ich has done the
food analy s i s for phenylalan ine content .
In addit ion to the preparat ion of publ icat ions, the Nutr ition
Sect ion suppl ies information and part icipates on radio and televis ion
program s .

Other means of broad communicat ion include the d i stribut ion

of "Nutr ition News for Publ ic Health'. Personnel, " and sections in
Mich igan ' s Health .
Recru itment and Tra ining
Manpower s hortages are a concern of all health-related occupa
tions, and a bu ilt- in program for recru itment and train ing is a

so

significant contribution to the field.

The Nutrition Section encourages

interest in public health nutrition by providing observations, train
ing, and experiences to the following groups or individuals :
1.

Dietetic interns from the University of Michigan in co

operation with local health departments.
2.

Public health and community nutrition students, and, more

recently, an undergraduate student with an interest in public health
· nutrition.
3.

Nutrition residents.

4.

Homemaker and Nurse Aides, and Food Service Supervisors.

5.

Dietitians in the state , who may be interested in positions

as part-time or consultant dietitians.
6.

Other persons with interests closely allied to public

health nutrition, such as home economists and nutrition course
directors.
The history of the nutrition resident position is indicative of
the recognition and reaction to the need for new methods of encouraging
. interest in pub lic health nutrition.

In 1 950 the shortage of personnel

was acute throughout the health department, and the department acti
vated efforts in the �rea of recruitment and training.

Each discipline

was given the opportunity to establish a Technical .Advisory Committee
and to develop their own plans .

The committees varied in composition

and size, but had similar objectives.

The objectives were to interpret

local recruitment and training needs within respective professions, to
establish means of meeting these needs, and to maintain liaison between
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state and local agencies concerned with the problems .
The Technical Advisory Committee for the Nutrition Section was
composed of representatives of professional associations , business ,
colleges , and universities as well as the state health department .
Through the committee the nutrition apprenticeship was established to
give graduates of an undergraduate foods and nutrition program an
opportunity to gain experience in public health nutrition .

The posi

tion entails three months of training , observation , and orientation
at the state and local level , and nine months placement in a local
health department under close supervision by a member of the Nutrition
Section staff .

Michigan has benefited from this service , an d the

Nutrition Section has been rewarded by continued service from some of
the residents .
Program Evaluation
Methods of measuring the quality and impact of nutrition service
would be desirable adjuncts to program evaluation ; howe ver , valid de
vices are difficult to design and administer.

Nevertheless , facts

concerning past and present services to current programs are essential
for effective program planning and administration o

While constantly

seeking new , more def-initive methods for evaluation , the. Nutrition
. Section has maintained a built-in sy stem of pro gram reporting .

First ,

statistical reporting is done in cooperation with the Health Statistics
and Evaluation Center .

Each consultant keeps a daily statistical record

of the number and types of persons served , and the types of activities ,
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and prog rams provided.
annually.

These data are summarized monthly as well as

The information is used for program reports with regard to

section activities ; staff meeting discussions and program reviews ;
and program evaluation and planning .
Field visit reports , a second means of program reporting , have
been an important means of maintaining communication within the depart
ment as well as between the section and agencies served.

Each con

sultant writes a narrative progress report after completing her work
in a county or district .

Copies of these reports are sent to the

health officers in local health departments , the Division of Local
Health Administration , other departmental divisions with mutual pro
gram interests , and other state agencies when the visit has been made
at their request.

Additional copies are circulated among the staff ,

retained in the section files , and filed by the individual nutritionist.
Similar , but more explicit reports are prepared for nursing home
visits .

These reports , however , are directed primarily to local health

departments and retained in the section file.

On request , excerpts ,

such as notes pe rtaining to licensure , are prov ided to the nursing
home .
The Nutrition Section has participated in a comprehensive pro
gram review of all local health departments conducted by teams of
health officers through the Bureau of Community Health , and summari zed
by the Division of Local Health Administration .

The purpose· of the

review was to define needs for upgrading local health services in con
nection with the 1965 state law providing for the maintenance of
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minimum standards for public health services.

On the basis of field

reports and accumulated information, the nutrition staff identified
and evaluated the existing programs and services, and made recommenda
tions for better services by the local health department and expande d _
services by the Nutrition Section.
Implicit in the use and distribution of all types of program
reports is their va lue for educational purposes.

Part of the stu

dent ' s responsibility was to complete statistical and narrative re
ports.

This was a useful method of helping he r to recount and to com

municate experiences, and to draw implications for her own activities.

CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENT 'S PARTICIPATION IN NUTRITION
SERVICE AT THE STATE AND lDCAL LEVEL
Through observation and exJ.:E rience t he student had an opportunity
f

to develop her concepts of public health nutrit ion and her abilities for
providing nutrition service at both the state and local level.

A par

tial account of the experience's and an analysis of their contribution
to the student ' s professional growth is considered in the following
text.

Part I relates the s tudent ' s experience with certain techniques ·

used in professional practice.

An account of the student's experience

at the local level is presented in Part II .
I.

EXPERIENCE WITH TECHNIQUES USED IN
· PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

Consultation.

From a variety of consultat ive experiences, the

student has chosen to discuss one because of its value in demonstrating the purpose, process, limitations, and values of the consultation
process.

The program coordinator in a local health department re

quested that the student meet with him to discuss the problem of obesity
in elementary grade-school children.

Having recognized the problem,

he asked the s tudent whether a treatment program would be appropriate
as a preventive measure against adolescent and adult obesity.

His

main int erests included how such a program would be organized, who
would staff it, and the criteria for obesity .
54
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I n the discussion that followed a number of important attitudes
and facts were revealed.

First, . the coordinator did not have a basic

knowledge of the problem of obesity , but requested materials delineat
ing the prob lem.

Furthermore , he i�dicated his willingness to survey

· the schools to obtain an. estimate of the extent of obesity.

Secondly,

he was not receptive to changing or combining the program with efforts
toward primary prevention in the infant and preschool child.

Third,

he had an unfavorable attitude toward the participation of public health
nurses, who serve the schools as part of the health department program
for the school-age child.

Rather, he wished to staff the pro �ect

with highly trained professionals including psychiatrists, pedia
tricians, and nutritionists.

Fourth , he felt such a project would

serve as a demonstration . of the value of a nutrit ionist to the com
munity.

He felt, however, that financial assistance for the program

would come from the Board of Education; the refore, the nutritionist
would not be employed by the local he alth . department.

W ith these facts in mind, the student decided to :

( 1)

provide

the coordinator with information delineating the problem of obesity ;
(2) encourage the use of existing resources, including the public
he alth nurses and th2 s tate nutritionist; (3) encourage the placement
of the nutritionist in the local health department ; and (4) encourage
comprehensive p lanning beginning with preventive efforts in wel l -child
conferences and kindergarden enrollments.

Having provided reassurance

that his recognition of the problem was appropriate , and having brought
some pe rspective to the problem, the student withdrew .

The student
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felt that the health officer would, no doubt, be receptive to a co
ordinated, comprehensive approach which · provided for the utilization
of available personnel.

A . j oint meeting involving the nutritionist,

health officer, and the program coordinator would be desirable for
further planning .
The value of this experience lay not in any . measure of success,
but in its demonstration of some of the important considerations of
effective consu ltation .

The purpose of the meeting was to share know

ledge to solve a public health problem .

It involved building a work

ing relationship with another member of the public health team .

The

importance of attitudes , organization, commun'ication, and philosophy
in determining appropria te and feasible solutions was apparent .

And,

finally, the ex pe rience demonstrated that the effect iveness of con
sultation was limited by all the se factors .
Group work with non-professional persons .

An axiom of working

with groups is that the approach to and content of .group activities
are often dictated by unknowns .

These may include . the faci l i.ties,

time allowed, expected content, and the level of knowledge of the
group.

By evaluating the situation before participation and by

listening to questions and comments as she talks , the experienced
nutritionist can j udge and adapt her subject matter and techniques
to the level and expectations of the group .
Often, it is possible to plan ahead with persons requesting
nutrition service .

In one case observed by the· student, the nutritionist
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had received a request fro m a school nurse to talk. with a parent
teacher group.

The nutritionist, in turn, requested that there be a

joint planning conference with . the nutritionist, nurse, and othe r
school personnel participating.

As a result of this meeting, a ques

tionnaire was devised to evaluate the food habits of tenth-grade girls
in home economics classes.

The results were included in the nutri

tionist ' s talk as a means of gearing the discussion to the needs and
interests of the group.

The comire nts and questions following_ the meet

ing ind icated that the home economics teacher had identified some gaps
in her teaching of nutrition ; and that the talk had stimulated a re
newed awareness of the value of home eco nomics . training for the chil 
dren.
One is impressed by t� variety _ of approaches and techniques
used in group work with non-professional persons.

The student observed

several differe nt nutritionists ; and noted that each spoke in a manner
in which she was comfortable, and demonstrated good judgeire nt and flex
ibility in choosing subject matter and techniques for her presentation.
The student fe lt that she derived va luab le concepts from the se exper. iences and t hat she may utili ze these ideas in her future practice.
In-service education. · The student's participation in in-service
education with members of the Nutrition Section and with . nurses in
local health departments served t o increase her knowledge of nutrition
as well as improve her abilities to provide nutrition service.

In

service education is a broad title given to activities designed to
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further knowledge and stimulate professional growth for agency per
sonnel.

Experiences included may vary with the needs and interests

of the group .

For local health department personnel, in-service

education may . occur as freq uently as once a week, or it may be less
structured and may , be held at irregular intervals.

Well-organized

units may have a committee or chairman responsible for developing and
conduc ting a program of in-service education .
Provision for professional advancement and growth for Nutrition
Section personnel includes membership and participation in various
professional organizations such as the American Dietetic Assoc i a tio n , ,
the American Home Economics Association , the American Public Health
Association, and their respective state branches .

In addition , pro

vis ion is made for staff representation at a variety of health
related conferences and workshops, and at division and section staff
meetings.
Nutrition Section staff meetings are held once a month.

They

include not only discussion of policy and programs ; but also reports
of literature that has a bearing on hea lth problems, and reports on
local , state , national conferences attended by v arious staff members.
The student participated in four in-service education programs
for local health department nurses .

Her contribution was focused on

t he role of the research nutritionist in a primary prevention program
for coronary heart disease.

Underlying all discussions was the objec

tive of comparing the dietary recommendations for research wit h those
presently being made to the general public, demonstrating the present
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dilemma in making recommendations to the public.

Because of exper

ience in such a research prog ram, the student felt comfortable and
particularly enthusiastic with each group talk.

As might be expected,

twinges of insecurity arose prior to the first presentation due to the
student's limited experience in talking with groups and to not having
an opportunity to assess the attitudes, interests, and needs of the
nurses.
The characteristics and interests of the staffs differed; there
fore , the content and approach differed in each presentation.

One

gro up, all nursing supervisors, was particularly interested in the
technical aspects of the research study.

Other nurses were primarily

interested in the dietary recommendations as they related to their
patients.

I n one health department, the student had an opportunity to

assess the interest and attitudes of the nurses, and to plan accord
ingly.

Among these nurses, the student noted a negative attitude toward

including nutrition guidance in hone visits.

This was due, in part, to

their difficulties in motivating patients to adhere to dietary recom
mendations.

In response to these observations, the student chose to

focus on her experience with the problems of motivation and adherence,
and on incen tives to stay with such a demanding regime.

The objective

was to assure the nurses that their problems were real, and that
nutritionists were available and interested in helping them deal with
these problems.

Some techniques and concepts of patient education were

introduced and discussion of diet was limited to a productive question
and answer session .

The student felt most c omfortable with this talk

and was rewarded by many favorable comments.
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In many respect s, the opportunity to di scus s the same subject
several times wa s one of the most valuable experience s the student
had.

It provided a basis for observing the s tudent ' s ability to eval

uate and change her technique in re sponse to the needs of the groups .
The student felt she made significant gains in adapting her teaching
methods to varying situations.
Conference in behalf of planning .

One of the most productive

planning conference s that the student observed was a joint meeting of
public health and school personnel to plan a weight-control program
for obese adole scent s.

Participants we re the state nutritioni st,

local pub lic health nur se, school-guidance counselor , home economics
teacher, and phy sical education teacher.

In re sponse to the recog

nition of several cases of extreme obes ity , the school per sonnel were
highly motivated and particularly receptive to suggestions made by
the Nutrition Con sultant.

The nutritioni st had an opportunity to

evaluate propo sed material s and to s uggest technique s and material s
for use in the progr an.

Al so demons trated wa s the nutritionist ' s role

in s timulating interest and reas suring available personnel of the
importance of their contribution to the program.
The student founl this experience a valuable example of the
practical application of scientific principles to an interagency pro
gram.

In addition , the student derived meaningful in sight into the

role of the nutritioni st as a con sultant and re source per s on.

The

importance of pe r sonal characteri stics, such as judgement and diplomacy,
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was particularly apparent in this experience.
Guidance and counseling non-professional persons .

In the past,

the student has had extensive experi�nce in interviewing men in her
role as a research nutritionist with the Coronary Prevention Evalua
tion Program at the Chicago Board of Hea 1th.

During the field work,

the student had a variety of experiences in counseling non-professional
p er sons through participation in the Detroit Maternity and I nfant Care
Project clinics , and in home visits and kindergarten, enrollments in
Flint .

Having had some experience , and having a particular interest

in meeting people and observing them in relation to their environment ,
the student particularly enjoyed and felt comfortable in giving direct
service to these individuals.

The main contribution of these experi

ences was their value in acquainting the student with a cross section
of the population .

The individuals .varied in age, sex, race, and

socioeconomic back ground.
The limitations of this experience we re related to the student ' s
limited ex� rience in diet therapy , and to time and organizationa 1
considerations of the activities.

I n several cases it was necessary

to have a working knowledge of diet therapy in order to provide effec
tive counseling.

I n these cases, the nurse was a valuable assistant.

In the Detroit clinic , the student was immediately given patients to
inte.rview with minimal explanation of the clinic routine or methods and
objectives of interviewing the patients.

Despite some confusion , the

student was generally pleased with the response of the pat ie nts ; and
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felt that she was able to reinforce previous dietary recommendations,
and perhaps motivate some of the individuals to apply the information .
II .

ANALYSIS OF PUB LI C HEALTH EX PERI ENCE AT THE lDCAL
LEVEL:

FLI NT AND GENESEE COUN1Y

Part of the student's orientation to the philosophy and practice
of public health included three weeks of observation and pa rticipation
in a local health . department .

Since the department did not have a

full-time nutritionist, the Director of Health requested that the
student summarize her experience in Flint and Genesee County and
make recommendations for expanding and improving certain aspects of the
nutrition services presently being provided by health department nurses.
The following section considers the student's orientation to the com
munity ; her participation in activities with health department nurses ;
and the recommendations for future nut rition services , based on the
student's observations .
Observations and activities were designed to acquaint the stu
dent with :

( 1) the contribution of various public health workers to

the total health prog ram ; ( 2) the programs in the health agencies ;
( 3) the programs of other agencies related to public health ; and ( 4)
the relationship of nutrition to these programs .

I n becoming familiar

with the programs and personnel of the city and county health depart
ments, the student met with the health officer for a brief orientation
to the organization and actiyities of th e health departments.

The
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student also met with a sanitarian to observe his inspection of restau
rants and public nuisances .

In addition , activities in nur sing home .

insp ection , food handler ' s classes , and other �spects of environmental
health were discussed.

Finally , to become familiar with the act ivi

ties of the Nursing Division , the student observed or participated in
clinics , kindergarden enrollments , home visits , and a case folder re
view project.
The organization and programs for the Flint Department of Health
are presented in Figu re 3 .

In Figure 4 , the proposed organization for

the merged city-county health department is delineated .

At the present ,

the only common feature of the two health departme nts is that they are
both directed by the same health officer .

Plans for establishing

effective lines of communication between the County Board of Super
visors and the City Commission are under consideration .

As indicated

in F igure 4 , the heal th office r has proposed that a nutritionist be
added to the staff .

Because the position has not been approved by the

Flint City Commission or the County Board of Supervisors , the health
officer has been restricted to the part-time services of the state
Nutrition Consultant.

The nutritionist has been well received in both

health departments , and the potential demand for services seems to
support the need for a full-time position.
Through arrangements made by health department personnel , the
student spent some time with the following community health agencies :
Mott Children ' s Health Center , a private foundation providing medical
and dental education and treatment programs for the community ; the
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Visiting Nurse Association , the agency providing home he a lth services
under Tit le XVIII of the 1965 Socia l Security Amendments ; and the
Genesee County Community Menta l Hea lth Services Board , an organization
pro viding comprehensive p l a nning for menta l hea lth f acilities and
guid ance .

Other agencies to which. the student was intro duced inc luded :

the Depa rtment of Socia l Services , the a gency designed for the admin
istration of Tit le XIX of the Socia l Security Amendments ; Genesee
County Cooperative Extension Service ; Flint Dietetics Association ;
and a schoo l lunch service .
Each of these experiences contributed to the student ' s objective
of meeting those with common interests within the community and learn. ing how pub lic hea lth personne l work within the fra me work of existing
pro grams and community resources .

Severa l of. the student ' s a cti vities

deserve a descriptive account to demonstrate the importance of a co
ordinated approach to family hea lth service , and to demonstrate the
student ' s performance in spec ific situ ations .
Home visits with nurses..-

The cases for joint home ca l ls by

nurses and the student nutritionist were se lected to give the student
a dded insight into the va riety of cases the pub lic hea lth nurse serves ,
as we l l as . to provide services for the cases with obvious nutrition a l
prob lems .

The student had the opportunity to observe each nurse 1 s

discussion of nutrition a l practices and to discuss her appro ach later .
In addition , the student participated in a number of interyiews in
order to demonstrate method s arrl suggest appropriate subject matter .
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Both observation and demonstration were potentially useful means of
helping the nurse as well as the family.
Because the student was not available for advance conferences
and because the nurses were generally not familiar with the cases,
the nurses and the student had an opportunity to realize the importance
of planning for a home visit.

In retrospect, some of the less success

ful home visits demonstrated that joint case conferencing and advance ·

planning for the home visit are essential steps in assuring that a

nutrition visit is appropriate, that sufficient information is avail
able for planning the content of ·the visit , and that appropriate
materials can be selected.

I n addition, if the family is informed in

advance, they may be prepared for the visit with questions.
In cases where the nurse had prepared the families for a nutri
tion visit, the student was well received and deluged with questions.
Plans for follow-up by the nurse evolved naturally, and all were
pleased with the progress.

In summary , the home visits demonstrated

the importance of advance planni�g to make nutrition counseling effec
tive and to identify cases with definite need so that priorities for

nutrition service may be established.
Kindergarden enrollments.
thr ee kindergarden enrollments.

The student enjoyed her activities in
She particularly appreciated the

lively interest in nutrition evidenced by school personnel , and the
opportunity to work cooperatively with health department nurses.

By

tre time of the third enrollment, a relatively efficient system for
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nutrition service had evolved .
1.

In general, the activities included :

Orientation by the public health nurse to the character-

istics of the population served and the nutrition problems noted .
2.

Selection of nutrition materials which seemed appropriate

to the needs and characteristics of the children and their families.
3.

Introduction by the public health nurse to kindergarden

teachers, and in some cases, school administrators and health com
mittee representatives.
4.

Screening and referral of nutrition problems by the nurse.

5.

Nutrition counseling by the student.

6.

Joint nutritionist-nurse conferencing and recommendations

to the nurse for follow-up .
The student felt that further coordination and planning with
appropriate school personnel and public health nurses would be neces
sary to provide impact on the total nutrition component of the school
health education program .

Screening and guidance at the enrollment

were useful devices for distributing nutrition information, but reached
relatively few individuals.

In addition, there was no provision for

recording the information in school folders or relating it to nutri
tion education in the kindergarden and grade school programs.

While

the expe rience was a valuable one for the s tudent, it was really not
a significant contribution to nutrition education.
Well-child conferences.

Similar to the kind ergarden enroll

ments, the well-child conferences had certain problems which limited
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the impact of nutrition service.

First, the limit ed facilities and

the pressure to conserve the physician's time by rushing .mothers and
children through interviews made it difficult to both maintain the
pace and at tre same time provide good quality guidance. Secondly,
the inconsistencies in nutrition recommendations were great ; the
philosophy and recommendations seemed to depend on which physician
and which nurse were in the clinic.

Consistent policies and recom

mendations for nutrition guidance would have been helpful to the staff.
Furthermore, it would also have been desirable to give pre-service
nutrition education to new nurses before they entered the clinic.
There were many possibilities for providing meaningful, comprehensive,
and cont inuous guidance in conjunction with subsequent child health
programs .
Nutrition education materials.

The student observed that the

nurses particularly needed guidance in the selection and use of teach
ing materials for nutrition education.

Material appropriate to the

needs and characteristics of an individual should be selected for a
specific purpose, and introduced with definitive instruction as to its
usefulness .

In addition, it was of interest that although a reference

file of nutrition materials was prepared and made available in 1966,
it was not being used in the city and could not be located at the Visit
ing Nurse Association.

The student felt that nurses should not only

take advantage of what has been made available, but also continue to
use the services of the nutritionist for evaluation of nutrition
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materials .

Perhaps a committee on educational materials , . possibly as

a co mponent of a broad in-service educat ion commit tee , could work with
the nutritionist to develop , evaluate , and implement the use of educa
t ional materials .
Case folder review projec t .

As an exercise in the evaluat ion

of family case folders , the student planned a projec t designed to help
her :

( 1 ) become familiar with the types · of cases served includ ing the

environmental and soc ioeconomic factors to be considered in counseling ;
and ( 2) assess the nutrit ion service given in these home visits .
Originally , the student had hoped to evaluate the impac t of an
in-service growth and development series on nurses as a st imulus to
include nutrit ion when counseling families .

Howe ver , the number of

cases be ing seen consistently .by one nurse dur ing the pe ;riods prior to ,
during , and after the series was so small that , in th e interest of the
time required to select these cases , this obj ect ive was deleted .

( The

families were seen by as many as six nurses during the two-year pe ri od
covered . )

Instead , the student chose eighty cases at random and noted

( 1 ) whether nutr it ion was d iscussed , and ( 2) whether not es describ ing
the discussion were made .
The inf ormat ion presented in Table II ind icat es that nutr it ion
was of ten d iscussed · in postpartum visits , but that it d id not rece ive
the sanv: emphas is in the other types of cases .

However , while notes

ind icated that d iet was d iscussed in postpartum visits , many were so
short as to be of limited value .

Out of the f ifty-four postpartum .

TAB LE I I

SUMMARY O F EI GH'IY NURSI NG CASES BY 'IYPE O F CASE AND DISCIB SION
· O F NUTRI TION , J�NUARY 'ID OCTOB ER , 1 9 65

Type Case
Antepartum

Ye s
No. Cases

Discuss ion of Nutrition
Tot al
No
No. C ase,s
No. Cases

.4

2

6

Cardiovascular Accidents

0

1

1

Mental Illness

0

3

3

53

1

54

Tuberculosis

3

5

8

0 ther , Child Health

3

5

8

63

17

80

Postpartum

Total
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visits, notes describing the nature of the nutrition discussion were
present in only four cases for mother� and nineteen cases for infants.
In addition, often these families had a number of other children and
adults, but reference to their diet was virtually non-existent.
In summary, there was a need to reconsider the following aspects
of nutrition education for individuals and families by the nurses:
1.

The importance of go od nutrition for the promotion of

positive health and rehabilitation, and the prevention of disease
and further disability.
2.

The importance of taking useful notes on the dietary pat

terns of the family as well as individual dietary characteristics as
a basis for evaluation, planning, and follow-up counseling.

The

importance of this was augmented by the high turnover among the nurses.
Activities with nurses serving the community clearly demon
strated that nurses are in a position to assess the nutritional needs
of patients and their families and to give subsequent counseling and
follow-up guidance.

I t is also apparent that nurses need an · on-going

orientation to the use of the nutritionist, methods of assessing nutri
tion practices of families, knowledge of nutrition for evaluation of
dietary practices and nutrition information , effective tools for in
struction, guidance on what to look for in follow-up visits, and
methods of recording these activities in a useful manner.
The evaluation of case records and joint activities with nursing
personne 1 from the city, county and Visiting Nurse Association revealed
a need to strengthen policies and practices aimed at improying nutrition
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service to families .

It was particularly apparent that in the city

health department , the constant turnover. in personnel resulted in
less eff icient use of the state nutritionist .

The most probable

explanation for this is that orientation to the services available
was not consistent , and that additional support and reinforcement
from supervisors was needed .

The student felt that it would have been

helpful if supervisory personnel provided interim orientation , guid
ance , and encouragement in the use of materials , knowledge , and tech
niqu es introduced by the Nutrition Consultant .
In summary , the choice of Flint and Genesee County for orienta
tion to public health at the local. level provided the . student with two
unique opportunities .

First , the student had the opportunity to ob

serve the city and county health departme nts which are in the process
of redefining needs and goals for manpower and services , and which
are making radical changes in .the organizational structure to meet
these needs in an efficient manner .

This opportunity seems particu

larly important at a time when concepts of public health administration
are undergoing rapid changes from the conven tional approach of provid
ing basic health services to the innovative approach of providing co
ordinated and comprehensi�e health programs for primary as well as
secondary prevention .

One is impressed by the evidence of potential

f or the implementation of a comprehensive approach to mental and
physical health for Flint and Genesee �ounty under the present direc
tion of the health · officer .
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Second, the student had some opportunity to assess the needs
and present level of nutrition services in a community not presently
being served by a full-time nutritionist in the local health depart
ment.

With the assistance of the state Nutrition Consultant, the stu

dent was able to develop her ability to plan and exec�te actiyities with
arrl for professional and non-professional groups and individuals.

The

activities were rewarding and contributed to a better understanding of
the practice of public health nutrition at the local level.

CHAP'IER I V

EVALUATION O F THE FI E ID EX PE RIEtCE

The eight weeks of field experience in the Michigan Department
of Publ ic Hea lth and several local hea lth departments provided the
student with an acce lerated orientation to the philosophy and practice
of public hea lth at the state and loca l leve l .

With regard to the

practice of public health , the student observed that organization ,
l eadership , communication , and we l l-defined program plans were
important determinates of progres s in meeting the hea lth need s of the
popu lation .
The wide variety of experiences introduced the s tudent to the
services offered by he alth department nutritionists , and to the mean s
by which the service s are integrated into the programs of health
agencies and other official and vo luntary agencies at the state and
loca l leve 1 .

The student fe lt that her graduate ·academic training was

invaluable as a bac�ground for the f ield . experience , providing her
with scientific health infor mation ; concepts in the practice of nutri
tion ; and the ba sic phi losophy of public hea lth administration and
practice .

Without this training , it would have been difficult to

comprehend the imp lications of the s tudent ' s activ itie s and observa
tions for her future work in public health nutrition .
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The student rea lized that her limited background in diet therapy
am in working with groups wou ld be a handicap in providing nutrition
services ; however , these limitations wi l l be reso lved with further
academic training and practice in the field .

With the techniques and

know ledge accumu lated through both her academic training and the field
experience, the student fee ls that she has learned and wil l continue
to develop appropriate ski l ls for the professiona l practice of pub lic
hea lth nutrition.
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MI CHI GAN CI VI L SERVI CE COMMISSION
63616
63387
63397

*NUTRI TION CONSULTANT I l l a
*NUTRI TION CO NSU LTANT I V
*NUTRI TION CONSULTANT I Va

GENERAL DESCRI PTION
E mployee s in the se cl� s ses supervise and participate in a program
for bettering health through nutrition education and consultation with
local health agencie s and in stitution s ; and perform related work .
EXAMPLES OF WORK
Nutrition Consultant I l l a
In a region o f the state , serve s a s an experienced consultant ,
with well-es tablished working relation ships in the area .
Serves as consultant to local health departments , s chools , in s ti
tution s , welfare agencies and lay groups.
Con sults with health officers and nur sing s taff members on bas ic
and recent nutrition information and its practical application .
As sists · nurses with s pecific food and nutrition problems in their
case load .
Works with school personnel in developing s ound nutrition educa
tion programs , and evaluates the school lunch program .
Observe s and evaluates food service operation s in hos pitals ,
nurs ing homes , and medical care facilities ; interprets rules and regu
la tions pe�taining to food service.
Participates in program s of lay health organization s , service
clubs , P . T . A. groups , ho s pital auxiliaries and others to promote
nutritional improvement .
As sists in conducting surveys of food habits and need s in the
community and the school.
Participates in conferences and workshops , and the preparation
of educational materials.
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Nutrition Consultant IV
Assists in the supervision of the nutrition section staff .
Participates in inservice training of personnel of local health
departments, welfare agencies, schools, and hospitals.
Assists in planning and directing special projects in nutrition.
Plans and directs section staff conferences .
Keeps informed of current literature in the field.
Assists in the preparation and revision of educational materials
relating to nutrition and dietetics .
Speaks before groups.
Serves as consultant in a region of the state ; performs the work
described for Nutrition Consultant I ll a.
Nutrition Consultant IVa
As chief of the nutrition section, develops, plans, organizes,
directs and evaluates the nutrition program on a statewide basis.
Supervises a staff of nutritionists and dietitians serving as
consultants in regions of the state .
Determines policies and procedures for nutrition and dietary
consultation services .
Coordinates the nutrition program with other phases of the de
partment's consultation services, . including medical, nursing, dental,
health education and sanitation, and with the programs of other agencies.
Reviews program plans submitted by local health departments .
Plans and develops research projects to determine and meet the
nutrition needs of certain groups .
Establishes and maintains working relationships with research,
educational and other agencies.
Prepares nutrition education materials.
Directs a program of fiild training for nutrition students,
nutrition apprentices and dietetic interns .
Gives technical assistance to colleges and universities .
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Keeps informed o f current literature in the field.
Represents the department at state and national meetings con
cerned with nutrition .
work.

Prepares reports and conducts correspondence related to the
May give direct consultation in an area of the state .

EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Education
*Possession of a master ' � degree in foods and human nutrition,
pub�ic health nutrition or community . nutrition.
Experience
Nutrition Consultant I I I:a
One year of experience a,s a Nutrition Consultant I I I.

Note : Two years of experience as a nutritionist in a super
visory, administrative or consulting · ca·pacity (beyond the requirements
for Nutrition Consultant III) may be substituted for one year of exper
ience as a Nutrition Consultant I I I .
Nutrition Consultant IV
Two years of experience as a Nutrition Consultant I II .
Note : Four years of experience as a nutritionist in a super
visory, administrative of consulting capacity (beyond the requirements
for Nutrition Consultant III) may be substituted for two years of
experience as a Nutrition Consultant I I I .
NUTRI TI ON CONSULTANT
Nutrition Consultant ! Va
Two years of experience as a Nutrition Consultant I l l a.
Note : Three years of experience as a nutritionist in a super
visory, consultant or administrative capacity (beyond the requirements
�inimum requirements--Master ' s degree.
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for Nutrition Consultant I l l a) may be substituted for three years of
experience as a Nutrition Consultant I l l a.
O THER REQUIREMENTS

Physical condition adequate for the performance of t he work of
the class.
Willingness to participate in inservice training courses.
Tact and similar qualities necessary in meeting and dealing
effectively with others.
Established rapport with health departments , professional per
sonnel and interested groups in the area.
Knowledge of the principles of human nutrition.
Knowledge of the methods and techniques applicable in conducting
nutrition investigations and dietary . studies.
Knowledge of the principles and practices of health education
and public health administration.
Knowledge of community organization - and resources.
Elementary knowledge of chemistry, physiology, child hygiene and
�evelopment , educational methods, health education, social case work,
and public health administration.
Ability to apply scientific knowledge of human nutrition to the
promotion of health and dietary control of disease.
Ability to assist local health departments and social agencies
in advancing bet ter food and nutrition practices among groups and in
dividuals.
Ability to assist in the professional education of state and
local health personnel and in the fie'ld training of public health stu
dents in the areas of nutrition, nursing, health education and dietetics.
Ability to write and speak effect ively on subjects related to
the work.
Ability t o obtain the ·cooperation and confidence of associates
and the public.
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Greater skill in the application of knowledges and abilities
required at the lower leve 1.
Knowledge of supervisory and training techniques.
Knowledge of current developments in the field of public health
nutrition.
Ability to supervise professional personnel.
Ability to organize and carry out workshop programs.
Ability to write and speak effectively.
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Greater skill in the application of knowledges and abilities
required for the lower level.
Knowledge of the professional and administrative problems in
volved in the planning and execution of a statewide program of public
nutrition.
Knowledge of nutrition research p rojects and techniques.
Ability to plan, organize, develop and evaluate public health
nutrition progr ams .

